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ABSTRACT.   Let  B  denote the algebra of bounded analytic functions on the

open unit disc in the complex plane.   Let  (B, ß) denote  B  endowed with the

strict topology  ß.   In 1956, R. C. Buck introduced   [/ö:/8],  the algebra of all con-

tinuous linear operators from (S, ß) into (B, ß).   This paper studies the algebra [ß:ß\ and

some of its subalgebras, in the norm topology and in the topology of uniform con-

vergence on bounded subsets.   We also study a special class of operators, the

translation operators.   For  4>  an analytic map of the open unit disc into itself,

the translation operator  U , is defined on  B  by  V ±f(x) = f(.4>x).   In particular

we obtain an expression for the norm of the difference of two translation oper-

ators.

1.   Introduction.  In 1957, R. C. Buck initiated the study of B in the strict

topology.   Subsequent research has shown that it may be more suitable to study

B  endowed with the strict topology than with the sup norm topology a.   For

instance, the dual of  (B, ß) is simpler [7] and the closed ideals in  (B, ß) have

been characterized; whereas the  ff closed ideals in  B are not fully understood

(see for example [8]).

Let  k denote the topology on  B  of uniform convergence on compact subsets.

Letting both r    and r    be one of the topologies  k, ß or  a, we let  [r1 :tA de-

note the continuity class of all continuous linear operators from  B  in the topology

7"j   to  B  in the topology  z"2-   Thus   [trier]  is the algebra of all ff continuous

linear operators from  B  into  B.   In [5], R. C. Buck introduced the class [ß : ß]

and showed that it is a closed (in the induced norm topology) subalgebra of

[er: er].   In [2], it is shown that all the continuity classes [r  : t ] ate in fact algebras

under composition and the only distinct ones are [k: ct], [/3:ff], [k: k], [ß: ß],

and  [ff:ff].   Also these algebras are related by the proper inclusions   [k : er] C

[ß : ff] C [ß : ß] C [ff : ff] and  [k : er] C [kl : k] C [ß : ß] and no other inclusions.   By

analogy with previous studies of the strict topology, it may be more suitable to

study  [ß:ß], than the larger algebra  [o¿ ff].   For example, it is known [2] that

if  T is an operator of the form   T(z  ) = c.z    for a sequence  \c,\ of complex
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numbers, and   T is in  [ß : ß], then   T is a multiplier from  B  into  B and the

sequence  \c.\ is one side of the sequence of Fourier-Stieltjes   coefficients of a

Radon measure on \z: \z\ = l\.   A similar characterization of the sequence  \c, \

for operators of the same  form in   [a : a], if there are any which are not in  [ß : ß],

is not known.

The algebra   [ß:ß] admits several important topologies.   This paper studies

[ß : j8]  in the norm topology inherited from  [a: a] and in the topology of uniform

convergence on bounded subsets (written u.b.).   The latter topology coincides

with the compact open and bounded open topologies on  [ß : ß].   The relationship

between these two topologies on   [/3 : ß] is shown to be similar to the relationship

between a and  ß on  B; e.g., the norm topology is the stronger topology and the

bounded sets in each topology are identical.   It is important to know whether

operators can be approximated by operators of certain special types, and which

operators belong to the closure of certain classes of simpler operators.   By

studying the operators   T   in  [k : a] C [ß : ß], defined by   T (/) = T(f ) where

/ (z) = f(rz) and   T is in  [ß : ß], it is shown that  [k: o] is u.b. dense in  [ß : ß],

but norm dense in only  [ß : a].   In fact if   T is in  [ß:ß], then  \T \ converges

u.b. to  T as  r j 1.

The translation operators are shown to lie only in the algebra  [k : o\ or in

[k:k].   We obtain an expression for   \\U , - U,\\.   In particular,   \\U ,(r) - /|| = 2

for any  r < 1, where  ^r'(z) = cp(rz), and   I = U,   with  q>(z) = z.   Hence, even

though  {r/>     S converges uniformly to <£, the operators   U,(r) do not converge in

norm to   U ,.   On the other hand, if  \<f>      \ converges strictly to 0, then   U,in)

converges u.b. to   II ,.

2.   Definitions.  Let  D = {z: \z\ < l\  be the open unit disc in the complex

plane.   Let k denote the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of

D.   The topology  k   can  be  defined  by the  family  of  seminorms    ||/1|   =

sup [|/(z)|: \z\ < r\ for 0 < r< 1.   The topology a, of uniform convergence on  D,

is defined by the norm   ||/|| = sup {|/(z)|: |z| < 1 !.   The strict topology  ß, intro-

duced in [4], is defined on  B  by the family of seminorms   \f\, = ||/0||,  where

(f> £ CAD], the continuous functions on D which vanish at infinity.   For prop-

erties of ß and its relation to  k and a, see [4], [6], [7], and [8].   In particular,

it is known that  k C ß C a and a set  S in  B  is  ß bounded if and only if it is

a bounded [4].   Also [4] a sequence of functions in  B converges strictly to zero

if and only if the sequence is unformly bounded and converges   k to zero.   In

fact, on bounded sets in  B, ß is equivalent to pointwise convergence [6].

If r is one of the three topologies  k, ß or  a, let  (B, r) denote   B  endowed

with the topology r.   Then  [r x :t2]  is the set of all continuous linear operators

from  (B, rx)  into (B, r2).   The strict topology on  B  is nonmetrizable [7].   How-
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ever, P. Hessler (see [2] or [9]) showed that a subset of  (B, ß) is closed if and

only if it is sequentially closed.   It follows that an operator   T will be in  [ß : t]

if, whenever a sequence   {/  } converges strictly to zero, the sequence   \Tf  \

converges  r to zero.   This holds because the condition that   T preserves sequen-

tial convergence   implies (by Hessler's result) that the inverse image of a closed

set in (B, r) is closed in  (B, ß).

3.   Topologies on [ß : ß]. Since   [ß : ß] is a closed subalgebra of  [0:0], in

the induced norm topology, it follows that the norm topology is appropriate for

use in  [ß: ß].   For an operator  T in  [ß : ß], let the norm of   T be denoted by

||T|| = sup i||T/||: D/11 < 1, / £ B\.   The second topology to be used in  [ß : ß] is

that of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of  B.   This is also suitable for

use in [ß : ß]   as the next theorem will show.

Definition.  A net of operators  {T \ in [ß : ß] is said to converge uniformly

on bounded subsets (sometimes written u.b.) to  T if and only if given any  ß

open set  G, and any  ß bounded set S in  B, there exists an  a'  such that if

a > a', then Ta(S) C G.

Theorem 1.   The algebra  [ß : ß]  is closed in the topology of uniform conver-

gence on bounded subsets.

Proof.  Let the net  \T \ be in  [ß : ß] and assume that it converges u.b. to

T.   As noted above, it suffices to show that if \f \ is a sequence of functions

in  B  that converges strictly to zero, then \Tf  \ converges strictly to zero.   Let

(/  \ be a sequence of functions in  B  that converges strictly to zero.   Let G =

ig'- IzSlvi^ 2fi   be a ß open set in  B.   Since  {/  \ converges strictly to zero, there

exists an  M  such that   ||/J < M  for all  n.   Let  S = \f £ B: \\f\\ < M\.   Since   \TJ

converges u.b. to  T, there exists an a   such that for a> a , \{Ta- T)f\,< e

for every / in S.   For this   a'  choose an  TV  such that  n > TV  implies   \(Ta,)f \,

<e.   Then for n>N, we have   |T/J^ < \{Ta, )/J0 + \{T - Ta, )/J^ < 2c and this

completes the proof.

Since the topology in  (B, ß) is given by a family of seminorms, the bounded

open topology on  [ß : ß] coincides with the topology of uniform convergence on

bounded subsets.   One could also endow  [ß : ß] with the compact open topology

which, on  [ß: ß], is equivalent to the topology of uniform convergence on com-

pact subsets.

Theorem 2.  On [ß : ß], the compact open topology is equivalent to the to-

pology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets.

Proof.  Assume that  {T !  is a net of operators  in [ß : ß]   converging uniform-

ly on bounded subsets to the zero operator.   Then  \TJ converges to zero in the
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compact open topology since a compact set in  (B, ß), as in any linear topological

space, is bounded.   Conversely, let  \T \ converge to zero in the compact open

topology.   Let  S be a bounded set in  (ß, ß). Then S   is  a bounded and there

exists an  Al  such that f in S  implies   ||/|| < M.   Since   ß convergence implies  k

convergence, it follows that the strict closure of S is also bounded in  (B, ß).

Thus the strict closure of S is bounded and closed and hence compact (see [7]).

Then  \TJ converges to zero uniformly on the closure of S and hence on 5.

In  (ß, ß) we know that  ß C a, that a subset is bounded if and only if it is

a bounded, and that on bounded subsets the topology is determined by sequential

convergence.   The corresponding results hold in  [ß:ß].

Theorem 3.   On [ß : ß]  the norm topology is stronger than the topology of

uniform convergence on bounded subsets.

Proof.  Let  {T } be a net in  [ß : ß] which converges in norm to zero.   Let

5 be a bounded set in (B, ß) and let  G = \g: \g\ , < e, if/ ^ 0} be an open set in

(ß, ß).   Since  S is  ß bounded, it is  o bounded and there exists an  Al  such that

ll/ll < Al for every  / in  S.   The strict closure of  S is contained in the set  E =

{/ £ B: u/11 < Ali.   Since  {TJ converges in norm to zero, there exists an a'  such

that for a> a' , \\TJ\\ <e\\if/\\~1, for all / in E.   Hence if / is in S C E, then

ÏÏM*' \\Ta(f)n < ¡KfW «-All < *   and   T a(S) C G for a > a' .

Corollary [5].   The algebra [ß : ß]  is closed in the norm topology.

The fact that the norm topology is not the same as the u.b. topology will be

demonstrated in §6.

Theorem 4.  A subset of [ß :ß]   is u.b. bounded if and only if it is norm

bounded.

Proof.  Let  £ be a norm bounded subset of  [ß : ß], such that if  T £ X, then

||T|| < Al.  Let GX=\T: T(S) CG] be a u.b. open set in [ß : ß], where S is a

bounded set in (ß, ß) and  G = {f: |/L< e} is open in (B, ß).   There is an  M{

such that if / is in S, then   ||/|| < My   Choose  N  such that   AlMj ||i/r||   < Ne.

Then for / in S, we have   |T(/)|0 = ||T(/)<AII < ||T|| ||/|| ||>A|| < AUMj^H < Ne and

hence  <£ C NGj.

Now let £ be a u.b. bounded subset of [ß : ß].   Let S = {/: ||/|| < 1\.   Then

for a given open set  G in  (B, /3), there exists an  N such that   T(S) C NG for

any   T £ £.   Therefore,   \T(f): T £ £, / £ S\ is a  ß bounded set, and hence it

is norm bounded.   Then there exists an  Al  such that for any   ||/|| < 1  and   T £

£\ ||T(/)|| < M.   Thus  ||7|| < M for all  T in £.

Theorem 5.   The restriction of the u.b. topology to a bounded set is metriz-

able.
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Proof.  It suffices to consider the restriction of the u.b. topology to the

closed balls  [ß : ß]M = \T £ [ß : ß]: \\T\\ < M¡.   Let  \K{n)\ be an expanding se-

quence of closed discs whose union is all of D.   For two linear operators   T and

V in [ß:ß]M, let a^T, V) = sup \\\Tf - Vf\\K(n): \\f\\ < 1 I   We will show that a

net  {Tj in  [ß:ß]M  converges u.b. to   T in  [ß : ß]M  if and only if for each fixed

n,  d (T     V)—> 0.   It follows then that the metric  d{T, V) = 1 2~nd (T', V) in-
n     et' n n

duces the u.b. topology on  [ß : ß\M-

Let 5 = </ £ B: ||/|| < 1 \.   For each positive integer n, let  G   =   \g £ B:

||g||K,n) < l/n}.   Then  Gn is a  k  open set and since  k C ß, it is strictly open.

Assume now that the net jTj in [/3 : /3]M  converges u.b. to zero.   Then

given G , there exists an 0.(72) such that if a > a{n), then  TSC G  .   This

defines a sequence  ¡aXíi)!"0...   Fix a positive integer  TV.   If / £ S and a> a{n),

then  ||Ta/||K(N) < ||Ta(/)||K(n) < \/n.   Thus for a> a{n), dN{Ta,    O) < \/n and

dN(Ta ,0) —i 0 as  a increases.

Now assume that  d (T„, O)    tends to 0  for all  n.   It follows immediately

that there is a sequence  {a(rz)|00_, (possibly different from the above sequence

\a{n)\) such that if a > a{n), then TaS C G .   Let  G = [g e B: |g|l¿< e\ be an

open set in (B, /3) and let  S.   be a bounded set in  (B, /3) with   ||/|| < /Hj   for

every / in S..   Since z// e CQ[D], there is an integer TV'  such that MjM|t/f(z)| < e

for every z £ D - K{N').   Then there exists an integer  N > TV'  such that  ||t//|| <

/Ve and  rz > N implies   T ,  ■. S C G^,,.   Since  G^, C Gw, , it follows that for a >

a (72),

|Ta(/)|^<max i||Fa(/V||K(N), ||Ta(/)-A||D_K(N)! < e

and thus   T S CG.

Note.  The referee suggested the above improved version of the original

Theorem 5.

4.   Translation operators.

Definition. Let <p be an analytic map of D into D. The translation opera-

tor U , is defined on B by UAf)(z) = f{cp{z)) for any function / in B. If <p{z)

= az tot some complex number a with |fl| < 1, we write the operator U, as t7fl.

Thus   Ua{f){z) = f{az).

Any translation operator   (7 ,   will be in  [0:0] because   llc/j/O^H = ||/(</>(z))||

< 11/11.   In fact   ||t7,||<l.   A translation operator also satisfies   UAfg) =

U,(f)U,{g).   Moreover, this property characterizes the translation operators in

[ß : ß].   The proof rests on the fact that the polynomials are strictly dense in

B [6].   The polynomials are not  a dense in  B, and hence the proof does not go

through for operators in [ff:ff], even though the result may hold there.
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Theorem 6.   The only operators in \_ß:ß\ which satisfy  T(fg) = T(f)T(g) are

the translation operators.

Proof. For any such operator  T, T(z) = T(l)T(z).   If  T is not identically

zero, then   T(z) ^ 0  because the polynomials are strictly dense in  B.   Therefore

T(l) =1.   Let  T(z) = h(z) for some function h(z) in B.   Then T(z") = [T(z)]n =

[h(z)]n.   Since the sequence of functions  j/ (z)\ given by  / (z) = zn converges

strictly to zero,  T(z") converges strictly, and hence pointwise, to zero.   If

|¿(z0)| > 1   for some  zQ  in  D, then  [¿(z0)]" does not converge to zero.   Hence

\\b\\ 5 !•   The translation operator   U,   agrees with   T on the polynomials.   Since

the polynomials are strictly dense in  B, it follows that   T = U,.

An operator  T of the form   T: 2a  z" —► 2a  c zn  fot a sequence  \c   } of com-
r n n   n * »

plex numbers is called a multiplier.   In [2] necessary and sufficient conditions

were determined on the sequence   \c   \ so that the corresponding multiplier would

be in each of the five continuity algebras.   We show that the translation operators

lie in the algebra  [k : a]  or else in  [k : k] and no smaller continuity class.   (Re-

call that in general  [k : a] C [ß : a] C [k : /<].)

Theorem 7.  Any translation operator  U.   is in [k:k].   Furthermore,

(i)   U,   is in [k : a]   if and only if \\tp\\ < 1,

(ii)   U,   is in [k : k] and not in [ß : a]  if and only if \\tp\\ = 1.

Proof.  Given <£ and a compact set  K in  D, || ^¿,/U)||K = HA^II^f/o-   Since

<£(K) is compact   U,   is in [k : k].   Similarly for part (i), let   \\(f>\\ = r< 1.   Then

for any  / in  B, ||L/^/|| = ||/||0(D) < ||/||, and therefore   U¿  is in [k:o].

Now assume that   U,   is in   [ß : a].   If   \\cp\\ = 1, then there exist points   \xm\

in  <b(D) with lim Ix   1 = 1.   Since the sequence  [/ (z)\ defined by  / (z) = zn

converges strictly to zero, it follows that   U , f (z) = / (r/>(z)) = [q^>(z)]n must

converge uniformly to zero.   But for each  n, ||[r/>(z)]"|| > sup     |x   |" = 1.   Hence

\\4>\\ < 1.   Since [k:o] C [|S : ct] any operator  U,   in [k : o] satisfies   \\<p\\ < 1.

Part (ii) follows immediately.

Let   C denote those functions in   B which are uniformly continuous on  D.

Then one can easily see that   U AC) C C if and only if  r/> itself is in   C.   Further-

more if   U,   is in [k:o], then  ||0|| < 1  and clearly  U Aß) C C.   The converse

of the latter statement has not been proved, although it is clearly true for the

case when tp(z) = az.   The next corollary is a restatement of the results for the

operators   U  .

Corollary.  Any translation operator  U    with  \a\ < 1   is in [k : /<]■    Further-

more,

(i)   U     is in [k :a\  if and only if |a| < 1   if and only if U (B) C C.

(ii)   U     is in [k:k] and not in [ß:a]  if and only if |a| = 1.
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5.   The norm of  U, — 77 ,.   In this section we obtain an explicit expression

for  || U , - U,\\.   The next result due to Brown, Shields and Zeller [3]   leads to

the preliminary result of determining   \\U   — U,\\, where both a and  b are in D.

One can easily show that if   |fl| < 1  and   \b\ < 1   and  a ¡¿ b, then   \a - b\/\\ - ~ab\

< 1.   The case  a = b or cf> = t/r  is always trivial since in this case clearly

Theorem [BSZ].   Let  \a\ < 1,  \b\ < 1   and a f¿ b.   Then

sup \\/(a) - /(&)|: / £ B, ll/ll < 1| = 2(1 - (1 - y2)'Á)/y,

where  y - \a — b\/\\ - ba\.

Lemma.  Let  \a\ < 1, \b\ < 1  and a ^ b.   Then

\\Ua-Ub\\=2{l-{l-y2yA)/y

where y = |zz - b\/\l - ba\.

Proof.  By definition  \\] a - U, \\ = sup  || Uaf(z) - Uhf{z)\\  taken over those

f £ B with   u/11 < 1.   Since the function   Vf- U,f is analytic in a disc properly

containing D, we have  \\Uaf{z) - V/z)\\ = \\Uj(eñ - U^eñ]] = \\f(aei6) - f{beñ\\.

In [3] it was observed that if cf> is any linear fractional transformation of D into D, then

sup \f(b) - f{a)\ = sup \f(cp{b)) - f(cp(a))\.  Hence  |iJfl- Uj = sup \\f{aei&) - f{bei9)\\ =

sup |/(fl)-/(è)|.

Remark.  Let d{a, b) denote the non-Euclidean distance from  a to  b in  D.

This distance is defined by  tanh {}Ad{a, b)) = |fl - b\/\l - ba\.   Then Picks'

theorem asserts that for g in the unit ball of  B, d{g{a), g(b)) < d{a, b).   This

result follows from the preceding lemma.  We have  %||t7    — U,\\ =

(1 - (1 - (tanh (z772))2)1'Vtanh (d/2) = tanh {V4d{a, b)).   Thus

2 tanh {V4d{g{a), g{b)))   = sup ¡ \f{g{a)) - f{g{b))\: f £ B, \\f \\ < U

= sup \\f{a) - f{b)\: / e B,   D/11 <  1(      < 2 tanh (]/4d{a, b)).

The result follows from the fact that  tanh x is an increasing function.   Also

observe that since  tanh c <2c for  c > 0, and   ||t7a - U, || = 2  tanh Q4d(a, b)),

it follows that  ||t7a - Ub\\ < d{a, b).

It can be shown in a straightforward manner that

U/7, -LT,|| = 2(1 -U-y2)*)/y

where

y= supl|c/.U)-i/X2)|/|l - ifj{z)cp{Z)\ : \z\ < 1\
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by using the fact that the function  f(x) = (1 - (1 - x2)'A)/x is strictly increasing

on  (0, 1).   However, this form is  inconvenient because the function

((f>(z) - if/(z))/(l - ifr(z)cp(z)) need not be analytic on  D.   We shall first extend the

result of Brown, Shields and Zeller and then obtain a better expression for

ii^- ¿gi._

Let  H(D) denote the set of functions which are analytic on an open disc con-

taining D, the closure of D.   Let H(D ) denote the set of functions analytic on

Dr = \z: \z\ < r[ and let  ||/||    denote the sup norm of / on  D .

Theorem 8.  Let  \a\ < 1, \b\ < 1  and a ^ b.   Then

sup [ |/(a) - f(b)\ : f e /7(D), ||/1| < 1} = 2(1 - (l - y2YA)/y

where y = \a — b\/\\ — ba\.

Proof.   Let   Al   be the required supremum.   For   r > 1   let   M   =

sup f|/(a) - f(b)\ : f £ H(D ), \\f\\r <1\.   As  r decreases to  1, M    increases and

Al   < Al  for all r > 1.
7   —

Because   U (H(D )) = H(D), it follows that
7 7

Mr = sup \\Urf(a/r) - UJ(b/r)\ : f £ H(D), ||/||f < 1}

= sup \\g(a/r) - g(b/r)\ : g £ H(D), \\g\\ < l}.

Since   a/r and   b/r ate in  D, Mf = 2(1 - (1 - (y)2)Vl)/yr where yr =

\a/r- b/r\/\\ -Iar_2|.

Observe that one can without loss take the supremum over those  / in H(D)

or in H(D ) whose norm is strictly less than one.   Let / be in H(D) with  ||/|| < 1.

Then  ||/|| < c < 1  and / is in  H(D ,) for some  r'   sufficiently close to 1.   Hence

it follows easily that there exists an r with  1 < r < r'  such that / £ H(Dr) and

11/11 < 1.   Therefore any /used to compute  Al is used to compute  Mr fot some  r.

Hence, for a fixed / in   H(D), limril Mf > |/(a) - f(b)\ and hence  lim^Al^ >

sup{|/(a) - f(b)\:f £ H(~D)\ = M.   Thus limrll Alr = Al and the result follows.

Corollary.  Let  \a\ < 1, |¿>| < 1  and a ¿ b.   Then

sup j|/(a) - f(b)\ : f e C, 11/11 < 1| = 2(1 - (1 - y2)'/2)/y

where y = \a - b\/\l — ba\.

Proof. For / in C, the Cesàro means of the power series of /, on f, converge to /

uniformly on \z: |z| = l!.  Hence \o nf(a) - o J (b)\ converges to \f(a)-f(b)\.

The same result holds if one takes the supremum of   |/(a) - f(b)\  over

those  / in the unit ball of B which are defined at both a and  b.

Proposition.  Let  T be in [ß:ßl   Then \\T\\ = sup \\\Tp\\: p  is a polynomial,

I!P||<1S.
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Proof.  Let / be in the unit ball of  B.   Then there exists a sequence of

polynomials  \p   ¡ which converges strictly to / and satisfies   \\p  || < ||/|| < 1.

Let M  be the given supremum.   Then for a fixed  zQ  in  D  and   e > 0, let  TV be

such that   \Tp (z) - Tj{z)\ < f for  n> N and all  z with   |z| < |zn| < 1.   Then

\Tf(z0)\ < lT/(" o> - TP„(zo>l + W^l < f + M-   Hence-  lTA*o>l < M and llT/ll
< M.

Corollary.   Let  \a\ < 1   fl7ZflT  |è| < 1.   Then

sup i|/(fl) - f(b)\: f £ 7/(73), 11/11 < l!   = sup i\f(a) - f (b)\: f £ H{D), \\f\\ < 1\.

Proof.  Let {Tf){z) = /(fl) - f{b).   Then   T is a strictly continuous linear

operator.

If cp is a function in  B, then  cp(e'  ) exists almost everywhere on {z: \z\ = 1 !.

Theorem 9.  Le7 cp and \jj  be analytic maps of D  into D (cp £ if/).   Then

|l/r^-2(l.(l-yWy

where

y = sup \\cp(eie) - xf,(eie)\/\\ - cp{eie)ifi(ei$)\ : cp(eid) Z #(ei0)l

Proof.  Using the previous results we obtain

||Uf - 77^11 = sup {\\f(cp(z))- /(^U))||: / e B, 11/11 < 1}

= sup   sup f |/(c/>U))-/(t/>(z))|:/eB, 11/11 <l|

= sup    sup \\f(cp(z))-f(ifi(z))\:f£H(D), ||/|| < 1|
Uki

sup \\\f(cp(e'e)) - f(xf,(eie))\\: f £ Heb), \\f\\ < 1}

)-/

= sup2(l-(l-(yö)2^)/ye

= sup sup \\f(cp(ei6)) - fbj,(eie))\: f € H(D), ||/|| < 1 j
6

where

ye = \cp(ei6) - xlAei6)\Al - ifi(eid)cp(eid)\.

■ a -a

Clearly, the supremum is only over those   6 with cp(e1 ) ^ if/(el ).   The function

f(x) = (1 - (1 - x ) 2)/x is strictly increasing on (0, 1).   Hence

sup {(I - (1 _ (yd)2)^)/ye: 0 < 6 < 2tt| = (l - (l - y2)^)/y

where y = sup \y@ : 0 < d < 2ttÎ.
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Corollary.   Let  \a\ < 1, \b\ < 1   and a ¿ b.   Then \\Ua - U \\ = 2(1 - (l - y2YA)/y

where y = \a - b\/\l — ba\.

Proof.  Use the last theorem and just calculate  y.

Corollary.  Let   \a\ = 1, \b\ < 1   and a ^ b.   Then  || Í7   - (7   || = 2.

Corollary.   Let  ||</>|| < 1   with <f>(z) - z £ 0.    Then  \\ U , - I\\ = 2.

Proof.  Using the last theorem, we have  y is equal to the supremum of

\<f>(eie) - el9\/\l - ei6cp(eie)\ taken over those  d for which  <f>(ei6) ¿ ei6.   There

is at least one  6 such that  cS(ez   ) / e*   , because  cp(el  ) is defined almost

everywhere on  \z: \z\ = 1\ and if  r/j(ez  ) = el     almost everywhere on   Jz: |z| = 1},

then (p(z) = z.   Hence  y = 1.

Example. Let c/> (z) = rz.   The corresponding operators are  U   and  /.   Thus

</>    converges to <f>.   uniformly on  D, but   || U  — I\\ = 2.

As we have just seen, a sequence of functions  \fi(n)\ can converge uniformly

on  D  to r/> without   || Í7 . ,   , — l/¿||   converging to zero.   This is not possible how-

ever if  \\(f>\\ < 1.

Theorem 10.   Let \\<p\\ < c < 1   and \\ if/\\ < c < 1.   Then  \\U^ - U^\\ <

l/(l~c2)\\<p-if,\\.

Theorem 10.   Let  \\<p\\ < c < 1.    Then  \\ U¿ - U,\\ < 1/(1 - c2) ||0 - if/\\.

Proof.  Fix  z  in   D.   Then

\f(cp(z))-f(ifj(z))\^    f^z)f'(w)dw

< \<p(z) - ifr(z)\ sup j|/'(w)|: w is on a line joining cp(z) to if/(z)\.

Let  /be in  H(D) with   ||/|| < 1.   Then it is well known that using the Schwarz

lemma one can show that   |/  (ii>)| < 1/(1 — w ).   The result follows.

6.   Approximation in  [ß:ß].   We restate some of the results of the previous

section for the operator   U .

Proposition.   Let \a(n)\  be a sequence of numbers with  |a(re)| < 1.    Then

U  ,   ,  converges to  U     in norm if and only if a(n) converges to a and  \a\ < 1,

or a(n) = a  for all n > N.

Corollary.   The set \U  : \a\ < l\  is a norm closed subset of [ß : ß\.

As  r  T   1, the operators   U   do not converge in norm to   U. = I the identity

operator.   However, as   r T    1, {U \ does converge weakly to  / in the sense

that  U f = f   converges strictly to / for every / in  B.   In fact we show that   Ur

converges uniformly on bounded subsets to  /.
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Theorem 11.  Let \qy    \ be a net in B and assume that \qr    \ converges strictly to

r/>.   Then \U ,ia)\ converges uniformly on bounded sets to U,.

Proof. Let 5 be a bounded set in (ß, ß) such that ||/|| < Al for every / in

S. Let G = [g: |g|.< 2e\ be a strictly open set in B. Choose K compact in D

so that  for   z   in   D -   K, \if/(z)\  < e/(2Al).   Then    {(U^ta.) -  U^f]^ < e +

\\f(<ß(a)(z))-f(cf>(z))\\K. If 11011* = l»then \<pl*Q)\ = 1 for some 2o in K and

hence  cp(z) does not map  D  into  D.   Thus   \\<p\\K < 1.   Since   jr/>(<xM converges

K to <p, there exists a number   b such that   ||0(a^||     < b < 1   for all a large.

The set  S is uniformly equicontinuous   on   \z: \z\ < b\ and   ||r/>       - cf>\\K < 8 for

a large.   Hence for a large enough,   \U ,ia)1ñ - T'^(/)| , < 2e.

Corollary. // [a(ra)¡ is a sequence (or net) in D and \a(n)\ converges to a,

then \U , A converges u.b. to  U  .    In particular \U j converges u.b. to I.

Proof.  Letting  cp (z) = a(n) and  c¿(z) = az, we see that !</> (z)\ converges

strictly to </>(z).

Corollary.   The norm and u.b. topologies are distinct.

Theorem 12.   The u.b. closure of {U^: ||0|| < 1}  is \U^: \\<p\ < If.

Proof.  Let   \\(p\\ = 1  and put  cp     (z) = cp(rz) tot  r < I.   Then as r approaches

1, \qyr \ converges strictly to ef> and by the previous theorem {U^i \ I converges

u.b. to  U,.   Assume now that \U¿,aA is a net in \U±: ||c/)|| < 1} which conver-

ges u.b. to an operator  T.   Since   ||r/>      || < 1, there exists a function cp in  B

such that   \\cf>\\ < 1   and  \tp      \ converges  k  to 0.   Therefore,  ¡cS      ! converges

strictly to cp and \U ,(a)\ converges u.b. to  U,.   Hence   T = U ,.

Corollary.   The u.b. closure of \U : \a\ < 1\  is \U : \a\ < lj.

Proof.  The proof is the same as for the previous theorem.   In fact the

proof actually shows that the weak closure of {U, : ||r/>|| < 1¡  is  \U ,: ||</>|| < 1 (.

An operator U, with ||r/>|| < 1 is in [/<:a]. We will show, as the previous

results suggest, that the u.b. closure of [k : a] is [ß:ß] and the norm closure

is not all of  [ß : ß].

The operators   /   for  r < 1, defined by   / (/) (z) = / (z), converge  uniformly

on bounded subsets to  /.   We define a related collection of operators obtained

from any operator  T in  [a: a].

Definition.  Let  T be in [fftff].   The operator  T   is defined on B by

Tr(f)(z)=T(fr)(z).

Notice that   T   = Tl .   Any operator  T   will be in [k:ct], for if \f \ con-

verges k to 0, then  \Trfniz)\ = \TIJn(z)\ <\\T\\ \\fj
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Theorem 13.   Le7  T  be in [ß : ß].   Then ¡T \ converges to T uniformly on

bounded subsets as  r\ 1.

Proof.  We already know that  \l \ converges to  / uniformly on bounded sets.

Let S be a bounded set and  G = \g: \g\ , < c\ an open set in (B, ß).   Since   T is

in  [/3 :/3], there exists a  </>  in  Cq[d] and a ö > 0  such that if   |g| ,  < 5 then  Tg

£ G.   Since  ¡/ i converges u.b. to  /, there is an r'  such that for  r > r' ,

\(Ir - /)/|^ < 5 for all / in S.   Hence for t > r>, \{lf - /)/|0 = |/f - f\^ < 8.   There-

fore for r>r', T(fr - f) = (T. -  T)f   is in  G for all  / in  S.

Corollary.   The algebra  [z< : ff]   zs u.b. dense in [ß : ß].

We know that in general  \T S does not converge in norm to  T because

IK-'II =2.

Theorem 14.   Le7  T be in [ff : ff].    Then \T \ converges to T  in norm as

r Î 1   if and only if T  is in [ß ;a\.

Proof.  Assume that  \T \ converges to  T in norm, and let  {/  5 converge

strictly to zero.   Then there exists an  M such that   ||/  || < M.   For  z £ D,

\TfmM\ < W - 7"r)/„U)| + \Trf„(z)\ <W- TT\\ + IIVJI.   Let r> be such that
M||T - T. || < c and let  TV be such that for 72 > TV,  ||T,( /J| < e.   Then   |T/n(z)| <

2c for 72 > N.

Fot the converse, let  T be in [ß : a] and let e > 0.   Then there is a strictly

open set G such that /  - / in  G implies   ||T(/ - /)|| < c.   If   ||/|| < 1, then since

|/ Î converges u.b. to  /, there is an  r'  such that   (/   - /)/   is in   G for  r > r'.

Hence if / is in  B with   ||/|| < 1   and  r>r', then /  - / is in  G and therefore

|tt/r-/)fl = |i(T -r>/¡<€.
Every operator of the form T is in [k : ff]. It has been shown [1], by

obtaining an integral representation for the operators in [/<:ff], that in fact

[z<:ff] = ÍT: T£[ß:ß]\.

Corollary.   The norm closure of [k : ff]  is  [ß : ff].

Proof.  It only remains to be shown that if  ,T   I is in  [k : a] and  \Tn\ con-

verges in norm to  T, then   T is in  [ß : ff].   But each operator   Tn  must be of

the form (T1)   for some operator   T'   in  [ß : ß].   It follows, just as in the proof
n r n

of the last theorem, that   T is in  [ß : a].

Corollary.   The set of translation operators  \U r. ||c/j|| < 1|  is norm closed.

Proof.  There are no translation operators in [ß : er] which are not already

in  [k:ct].
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